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A DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, RANDOMIZED PHASE III STUDY IN CRITICALLY 
ILL MECHANICALLY VENTILATED COVID-19 PATIENTS INVESTIGATING EFFECT OF 
VILOBELIMAB (MONOCLONAL ANTI-C5A ANTIBODY) ON 28-DAY ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY AS
PRIMARY OUTCOME MEASURE



IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

This presentation has been prepared by InflaRx N.V. (“InflaRx” or the “Company”). This presentation is made for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. This 
presentation may not be relied upon in connection with the purchase or sale of any security and should not be construed as investment advice.

Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements, which are often indicated by terms such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “plan,” 
“anticipate,” “could,” “intend,” “target,” “project,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential” or “continue” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements appear in a number of places throughout this presentation and may 
include statements regarding our intentions, beliefs, projections, outlook, analyses and current expectations concerning, among other things, development of vilobelimab for mechanically ventilated COVID-19 patients; future analysis of 
our Phase II/III PANAMO trial and interactions with regulators regarding the results of the trial and potential regulatory approval pathways; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Company; the timing and our ability to commence 
and conduct clinical trials; potential results from current or potential future collaborations; our ability to make regulatory filings, obtain positive guidance from regulators, and obtain and maintain regulatory approvals for our product 
candidates; our intellectual property position; our ability to develop commercial functions; expectations regarding clinical trial data; decisions regarding the strategic direction of the Company; our results of operations, cash needs, financial 
condition, liquidity, prospects, future transactions, growth and strategies; the industry in which we operate; the trends that may affect the industry or us; our status as an emerging growth company and/or foreign private issuer; and the 
risks, uncertainties and other factors described under the heading “Risk Factors” in InflaRx’s periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. These statements speak only as of the date of this presentation and involve known 
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the 
forward-looking statements. Given these risks, uncertainties and other factors, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, and we assume no obligation to update these forward-looking statements, even if 
new information becomes available in the future, except as required by law.

Information and Sources

Certain information contained in this presentation relates to or is based on studies, publications, surveys and other data obtained from third-party sources and InflaRx’s own internal estimates and research. While InflaRx believes these 
third-party sources to be reliable as of the date of this presentation, it has not independently verified, and makes no representation as to the adequacy, fairness, accuracy or completeness of, any information obtained from third-party 
sources. In addition, all of the market data included in this presentation involves a number of assumptions and limitations, and there can be no guarantee as to the accuracy or reliability of such assumptions. Further, while we believe our 
own internal research is reliable, such research has not been verified by any independent source.

About InflaRx

InflaRx (Nasdaq: IFRX) is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on applying its proprietary technology to discover and develop first-in-class or best-in-class, potent and specific inhibitors of C5a and C5aR. Complement C5a and 
C5aR are powerful inflammatory mediators involved in the progression of a wide variety of autoimmune and other inflammatory diseases. InflaRx was founded in 2007, and the group has offices and subsidiaries in Jena and Munich, 
Germany, as well as Ann Arbor, MI, USA. For further information, please visit www.inflarx.com.

INFLARX N.V.  |  Winzerlaer Str. 2, 07745 Jena, Germany, Email: info@inflarx.com, Tel: +49-3641-508180, www.inflarx.com



The Complement System and C5a Activation
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Vilobelimab Mode of Action
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C5 C5a Vilobelimab (IFX-1)

Cleavage and 
Conformational Change

New 
Epitope

Cleavage of C5 through:
• complement pathway activation; or
• directly through enzymes via 

“extrinsic” pathway.

Vilobelimab Key Features 

➢ Blocks C5a biological effects up to 100%

➢ Fully selective – leaves MAC formation intact

➢ Binds with high affinity to a newly discovered 
epitope



Role of C5a in Inflammation
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C5a

Neutrophils
(~200K binding sites) 

Proinflam. Mediators
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Strong Inflammation Amplifier

• Chemotaxis
• Adhesion
• O2 Radicals
• Enzyme release
• NETosis (NETs)

• ANGIOGENESIS
• Increased vascular 

permeability
• Adhesion molecules

• Upregulation of C5aR
• Tissue inflmmation

• Promote Th1/Th17
• Inhibition of Treg

• TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6,  IL-17
• Chemokines, e.g. IL-8
• HMGB-1
• Pyrogenic: PGE2→ Fever

• ROS production
• Cell activation/adhesion 
• Release of granular enzymes

• Coagulation
e.g. tissue factor release 

Blood

✓ Numerous publications

✓ Well understood MoA

T-cells

There are > 5000 publications on the role of the C5a / C5aR axis – C5a is an extremely well researched target



Why research C5a Inhibition in COVID-19?
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❑ In a monkey model of H7N9-induced viral pneumonia, Vilobelimab (IFX-1) 
markedly improved lung injury and reduced viral load (Sun et al, CID, 2015)

❑ In a mouse model of MERS-CoV-induced viral pneumonia, anti-C5aR mAb
remarkably improved lung pathology and reduced viral titer. (Jiang et al., Emerging 

Microbes & Infections, 2018) 

Carvelli et al, Nature, July 2020: doi: 
10.1038/s41586-020-2600-6

C5a

C5A INHIBITION IMPROVED OUTCOME IN VIRAL ARDS MODELS

❑ C5a levels in critically ill COVID-19 patients were extraordinarily high and 
were correlated with disease severity (Carvelli et al, Nature, July 2020)

EARLY EVIDENCE FROM COVID-19 PATIENTS

C5a-induced neutrophil activation is a major pathogenic event in both bacterial and viral Sepsis 



Vilobelimab
Critical COVID-19

PANAMO STUDY – PHASE II PART
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COVID-19 induced Sepsis with Vascular Injury – Potential Role of C5a
Model for Proposed Mode of Action of C5a in COVID-19 induced septic vascular injury

• SARS-CoV-2 induces endothelial 
damage and activates the 
complement system (C5a)

• C5a activates neutrophils causing 
tissue damage by O2-radicals, granular 
enzyme release and neutrophil 
extracellular traps (NETs). 

• C5a promotes coagulation through 
tissue factor release)

• Thrombin, plasmin and other enzymes 
can further induce direct C5a 
activation = vicious circle

OUR HYPOTHESIS

Source: Vlaar, A et al. Lancet Rheumatol 2020. https://doi.org/10.1016/S2665-9913(20)30341-6



I N N O V A T I O N T E A M W O R K D I S C O V E R Y C O M P L E M E N T

Vilobelimab
Critical COVID-19

PANAMO STUDY – PHASE III PART



Design of PANAMO Phase III Study Part
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• Double blind, placebo-controlled, randomized

• Powered 90% to show 28-day mortality difference

• Critically ill intubated patients only (within 48h of intubation)

• “global study”: Planned to enroll in Western Europe, US, 
Mexico, Brazil, Peru, South Africa, Russia

STUDY DESIGN

• Primary endpoint: 28-day all-cause mortality 

• Key secondary: 60-day all-cause mortality

• Secondary: Improvement on Ordinal Scale (day 15, day 28)

• Secondary: Acute kidney injury development until day 28

• Secondary: Free of renal replacement therapy within 28 days

• Secondary: Safety: Frequency, severity, and relatedness serious and non-serious TEAEs

STUDY ENDPOINTS

800mg i.v. 

Interim Safety and Futility Analysis 
after 180 pts (DSMB)

Vilobelimab + SOC*
(n=90 + 90)

placebo + SOC*
(n=90 + 90)

Double-blinded

28 days

Continue to full enrollment of 360 patients

* SOC includes venous thromboembolism prophylaxis at a minimum, recommended corticosteroid use and may include other specific recommended treatments for COVID-19 per 
the locally adopted treatment recommendation

Total Enrollment: n=360

Note: Originally planned potential interim stop for efficacy after 180 patients was eliminated upon advice from both, EMA and FDA



PANAMO Trial: Phase III – Primary Endpoint
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One additional life was saved for every 10 vilobelimab-treated patients at day 28 

One additional life was saved for every 9 vilobelimab-treated patients at day 60

Day 60: 22.7 % relative reduction
Kaplan-Meier point estimate:
Placebo: 47.2.%
Vilobelimab: 36.5%

All-cause mortality: Overall

Vilobelimab + SOC

Placebo + SOCDay 28: 23.9 % relative reduction
Kaplan-Meier point estimate:
Placebo:         41.6.%
Vilobelimab:  31.7%

SOC included concomitant use:

• Corticosteroid use: 97%

• Anti-coagulant use: 98%

• Immunemodulators 20%

(tocilizumab > baricitinimb, prior or concomitant)



PANAMO Trial: Phase III – Primary Endpoint – Analyses
28-day all-cause Mortality
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Vilobelimab shows a survival benefit (p<0.05) in all statistical analysis methods (pre-specified and posthoc) in which all 
available patient data (n=368) are considered/contributing to the analysis

Vilobelimab failed stat. sig. with site stratified Cox regression (55 patient not contributing) - chosen as the primary analysis 
method fixed in the stat. analysis plan (changed from planned non-stratified approach based on FDA recommendation)

Analysis Method for 28-day all-cause 

mortality
p-value

Hazard ratio (95% CI) 

or Risk Difference for 

logistic regr.

No. patients 

“factually 

contributing”

Plan for Analysis

Cox regression incl. stratification by site 0.0941 0.728 (0.502; 1.056) 313
Pre-specified primary endpoint analysis 

method

Cox regression incl. no stratification 0.0266 0.674 (0.476; 0.955) 368 Original protocol-defined analysis method

Cox regression using “Frailty” model 

(random effect for site)
0.0181 0.648 (0.453; 0.929) 368 Post hoc analysis

Cox regression incl. Stratification by 

country
0.0067 0.613 (0.430; 0.873) 368 Post hoc analysis

Logistic Regression (multiple imputation 

of missing values)
0.0293 -11.0% (-20.8%; -1.2%) 369* pre-specified sensitivity analysis

Simple Log-Rank test 0.0407 368 Post hoc analysis

55 patients from 17 sites 
with no events (death) are not 
contributing within this analysis

All 368/369 patients enrolled 
are considered for these analyses

* One patient was randomized in error – this patient is part of the sensitivity logistic regression analysis



PANAMO Trial: Phase III – Key Secondary Endpoint – Analyses
60-day all-cause Mortality
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All comparable day 60 analyses confirm the day-28 findings with even lower p-values 

The treatment benefit of vilobelimab is preserved at day 60 !

Analysis Method for 28-day all-cause 

mortality
p-value

Hazard ratio (95% CI) 

or Risk Difference for 

logistic regr.

No. patients 

“factually 

contributing”

Plan for Analysis

Cox regression incl. stratification by site 0.0815 0.735 (0.519; 1.039) 331
Pre-specified primary endpoint analysis 

method

Cox regression incl. no stratification 0.0163 0.670 (0.484; 0.929) 368 Original protocol-defined analysis method

Cox regression using “Frailty” model 

(random effect for site)
0.0104 0.644 (0.460; 0.901) 368 Post hoc analysis

Cox regression incl. Stratification by 

country
0.0042 0.616 (0.442; 0.858) 368 Post hoc analysis

Logistic Regression (multiple 

imputation of missing values)
0.0162 -12.2% (-22.0%; -2.4%) 369* Post hoc analysis

Simple Log-Rank test 0.0315 368 Post hoc analysis

* One patient was randomized in error – this patient is part of the sensitivity logistic regression analysis



PANAMO Trial: Phase III – Outcome of pre-specified Western EU Region
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One additional life was saved for every 6 vilobelimab-treated patients at day 28 in Western EU

One additional life was saved for every 7 vilobelimab-treated patients at day 60 in Western EU

Vilobelimab + SOC

Placebo + SOC

Day 60: 31.6 % relative reduction
Kaplan-Meier point estimate:
Placebo: 43.3%
Vilobelimab: 29.6%,
Hazard ratio: 0.6 (0.4; 0.9)
p = 0.0287

Day 28: 43.0 % relative reduction      
Kaplan-Meier point estimate:
Placebo: 37.2.%
Vilobelimab: 21.2%, 
Hazard ratio: 0.5 (0.3; 0.9) 
p = 0.0142

All-cause mortality: Western Europe (n=209)



PANAMO Trial: Phase III – Survival Outcome of pre-specified Supgroups
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PRE-SPECIFIED SUBGROUP ANALYSES

All three pre-specified subgroup analyses for more severe patients suggest a significant treatment benefit by 
vilobelimab



Fine and Gray model: sHR 0.578 
(0.320 ; 1.045) p=0.0696

Cause-specific Cox mode: HR: 
0.539 (0.297 ; 0.978) p=0.0422

Phase III Part Top Line Results
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Proportion of patients free of any renal replacement therapy within 28 days of randomization

SECONDARY ENDPOINT

Vilobelimab + SOC

Placebo + SOC

Treatment:
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*149 deaths were observed in all randomized patients, but 2 patients did not contribute to fatal TEAEs. One patient died before receiving the first IMP infusion, 
and one patient died on Day 4, but the fatal AE started before the first IMP infusion.

SAFETY OVERVIEW

Phase III Safety Results

Adverse event category
Vilobelimab 

(N=175)

Placebo

(N=189)

Any TEAE 159 (90.9%) 172 (91.0%)

Any related TEAE 20 (11.4%) 16 (8.5%)

Any serious TEAE 103 (58.9%) 120 (63.5%)

Any serious related TEAE 8 (4.6%) 9 (4.8%)

Any fatal TEAE* 62 (35.4%) 85 (45.0%)

INFECTIONS

MedDRA High Level Group Term
Vilobelimab

(N=175)

Placebo

(N=189)

Any TEAE in SOC infections and 

infestations
110 (62.9%) 112 (59.3%)

Infections – pathogen unspecified 91 (52.0%) 88 (46.6%)

Bacterial infectious disorders 68 (38.9%) 75 (39.7%)

Fungal infectious disorders 21 (12.0%) 15 (7.9%)

Viral infectious disorders 22 (12.6%) 14 (7.4%)

Ancillary infectious topics 4 (2.3%) 4 (2.1%)
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Summary

KEY LEARNINGS FROM PHASE III RESULTS

Vilobelimab treatment led to a robust survival improvement on top of SOC - confirmed by the day-60 all-cause 
mortality results (key secondary endpoint)

Significant treatment benefit (p=0.014) in pre-defined analysis of Western European patient population with 43% 
relative reduction in 28-day all-cause mortality

Favorable safety profile for vilobelimab confirmed in this critically ill patient population

Significant treatment benefit (p<0.05) in all three pre-defined subgroup analyses of patients with higher disease 
severity at baseline

Company in discussions with regulatory authorities on next steps towards potential approval
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